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Toolcards 101
There is nothing harder than filling a blank page.
Ask any writer or artist. You can’t just start typing a 
story or drawing a picture. Inspiration starts somewhere. 
And these cards are designed to inspire.

Starting a campaign or adventure or making characters, 
developing backgrounds, filling out a town… all of these 
elements have to start somewhere. Lots of gamemasters 
turn to advice in their rulebooks. Some even use a 
particular book of charts to generate ideas.

And trust me when I say that ideas are good.

Ideas germinate into cities, worlds, pantheons, 
adventures, and so on. Entire sagas are drawn from a 
single theme or concept, extrapolated into a hundred 
unique threads. Toolcards put the power of ideas in the 
gamemaster’s hands, for quick and easy use.

using Toolcards
First. There is no wrong way to use Toolcards.
Second. There is no right way to use Toolcards, either.

The concept of Toolcards is inspiration at your 
fingertips. Names, jobs, locations, monsters, magic items, 
sights, sounds, even pieces of overheard conversations. 
We thought of everything and then cut it down to six of 
the most useful categories.

In this document, we hope to explore a wide range of 
ways to use the cards. But don’t let that stop you from 
more ways.



mesmerizing

14 64

Gerelda, the Fishmonger

Featherton Road

Bog Nixie

dog whistle of command

…beggar eating trash…

you have to leave
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poisonous

5 35

Mioa, the Brine Priestess

The Everbrook Tome

Cryptshattered Reaver

warlock-kickshaw pouch

…noisy choking…

what did he tell you?
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name

magic item
sound
chatter

monster
location

card breakdown
There are nine pieces of information on a card, broken 
down into three groupings. The top third of the card 
is names, places, and monsters. Quintessential adventure 
stuff. Good for planning and sometimes great for 
random encounters.

The middle third of the card includes items (generally 
magical), sights/sound, and overheard conversations. This 
grouping helps answer a lot of “on the go” questions that 
arise during play.

The bottom third of the card is a 1d20 roll, a 1d100 roll, 
and a mood or tone, to give your scenes some focus… or 
just to get your writing hand moving. Why dice rolls? 

Why are there dice? On cards? There’s a number 
of ways to answer that. One thing dice don’t have 
is memories. So a gamemaster looking to generate a 
balanced number of “random” results can turn to the 
deck every time he needs a dice roll.

Interpretation
Name. Name and job title. Some job descriptions are 
colorful and vague. Others are specific.

Location. Also the name of a legend, or even a bardsong. 
One side of the card shows elaborately named places. 
The other side details more commonplace locations.

Monster. None of these are standard fantasy races. 
They are fantasy races with some kind of steroiding. 
Gamemasters are encouraged to explore exactly what a 
Cryptshattered Reaver is.

Magic Item. This line indicates some kind of magical or 
otherwise extraordinary item. Lowercase italics is a dead 
giveaway.

Sound. Also a sight. Always a descriptive element for 
the gamemastery to embellish, interpret, or read right 
off the card. Great for those moments when the PCs are 
standing still.

Chatter. Overheard in a tavern? Or in a back alley?

card key



more card advice
The best way I can advise you to use the Toolcards is 
to draw a few of them together and let the ideas lead to 
something greater. It only takes a moment after seeing 
a card combination to link a few ideas together into a 
scene and from that a larger plot until finally you have a 
full-blown adventure.

Unless of course you just need to know who is in the 
tavern. And that works too.

Walkthrough
On the right are three cards I’ve (literally) drawn at 
random. I’ve flipped two of them to the more high-
fantasy side of the card. Just because.

After quickly reviewing the cards, I’ve decided that 
the PCs have been brought forth to Duskmantle Hall to 
answer charges of treason. Their accuser is Hemrich, the 
Armorer who overheard their conversation about getting 
out from under Baron Ayrm’s thumb during a drunken 
escapade.

The PCs have been given a chance to prove their 
innocence through a trial by ordeal in which they will 
travel across the Corsair Sea to Dustwind Valley to bring 
a precious opal, which may or may not be guarded by 
undead or crafted beasts. A wizard’s hunter-crow shall 
accompany them to keep watch at all times.

The journey wll be miserable, whether they survive or 
not. But… if the PCs succeed, their valor and honor shall 
be restored.

I purposely didn’t use every item on every card, because 
not all of them fit together. But I used some in ways 
other than originally intended. The sounds of drunken 
reverie became the impetus of a rumor that may or may 
not be true. But the accusation was strong enough to 
drive the Baron to judgement.

And now the PCs have a quest to undertake.

The cards might have also been used more simply to 
describe the sound of a repetitive thumb from the misery 
gaunt hidden just around the corner, glyphs and wards 
painted all over its body by a Bloodthirster.

Or perhaps a Huntress overhears bandits trying to find 
their way out of the forest. She cannot fight them all 
alone and enlists the aid of the PCs, sending her crow 
companion to deliver the message.

And if that’s not enough ideas, just imagine what you 
could do with these cards.

delirious

5 75

Ayrm, the Bloodthirster

Duskmantle Hall

Fleshcraft Homunculus

baleful gorgon glyph

…repetitive thump…

how do we get out?
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miserable

1 51

Hemrich, the Armorer

The Corsair Sea

Pestilence Crow

opal of darkness

…crushing waves…

i wish i knew.
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repulsive

15 85

Glarhos, the Huntress

Dustwind Valley

Misery Gaunt

damnation wards

…drunken reverie…

who knows the way?
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cloying energy

8 08

A sigil of a harlequin 
upon a palanquin, spears 
holding him aloft and 
strings pulling him up 
like a marionette

Insatiable hunger/sadness
Megalomania
Unshakable loneliness

Undead magic

vow of the beholden
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poison

2 02

Two devilish eyes, 
surrounded by jagged 
lines, with four pronged 
fangs extending from a 
crooked circle

Inner ear damage
Numb fingers
Slowed, slurred speak

Evocation magic

fangs of the cobra
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rune

MAGIC
EFFECTS

more decks
Toolcards is a series of decks to inspire gamemasters and 
players. It doesn’t end with Toolcards: Fantasy. In this 
series are wards, dooms, fates, cults, and soon Cities and 
Towns. Each deck adds to the depth of your Toolcard 
set. From the full 300+ cards (if you buy all the decks), 
you’ll be able to generate just about anything you 
wanted, on the fly.

But don’t take my word for it… well… not until you read 
how to use the other decks.

Wards
Wards represent magic protections and effects, as well 
as strange runes and sigils. The deck contains 30 double-
sided cards with three catagories of information, plus 
a title, tone, and two sets of numbers (1–10 and 1–30). 
Mixing it with other decks can help generate interesting 
effects.

The top half of the card starts with a title, often a 
disconnected sentence fragment designed to trigger 
ideas. Next is a 4 to 5 line description of the physical 
representation of the ward. This is flavor. Each is 
written in such a way that the gamemaster can grab two 
or three cards and sample the best parts for a new ward 
at a glance.

The bottom half of the card includes effects, magic 
type, values, and a physical representation of the ward 
trigger. In this instance (if all of it was used), whoever 
triggered the ward would suffer inner ear damage, numb 
fingers, and slowed speak all from a poisonous-looking 
explosion of energy. But gamemasmters should draw a 
few cards together to cherry-pick effects.

Wards can also be used for spell effects on the fly, as 
well as to throw of the PCs with random detect magic 
results. “Oh. Look it’s undead magic.”



red-orange swirl

resistance

1 01

A tiny brass vial on the 
end of a silver chain, 
stoppered with crystal

Bubbly, with gold flecks
Bittersweet

Fire-breath
Haste
Longevity
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container

contents

effects

a pair of stars

child of the moon

1 01

wolves howl all night

red boils on neck

pregnant woman attends 
a funeral

a flag slips from a staff… 

…passing will come from 
a severe fall
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birth omen
birthmark
ill-omen

prophecy 1

prophecy 2

dooms/Fates
Doom and Fate cards can be used for omens, special 
conditions of birth, prophecies, fortune telling, 
divination, and so on. The entries are vague when 
necessary and always mixable with the other Toolcards.

Each double-sided doom card contains 9 pieces of 
information, though you certainly know by now how 
the bottom three work. The title is flavor to spark your 
imagination and the next five lines are 1) conditions 
of birth, 2) birthmark, 3) omen, 4) the first half of a 
prophecy, and 5) the second half — provided a total of 
360 possible prophecies.

trio of poison darts

poison-painted masque

1 01

Bronze plate with ram 
head in bas relief

Palm on the face of an 
angel on opposite wall

clenching fist

Offal-stained grate 
covering a pit of spikes 
with no obvious exit
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trigger

by-pass

effect

trap

potions
Potion cards are self-explanatory and best used when 
three or more are drawn and mixed. Line 1 describes the 
container, line 2 describes the contents, and line 3 is a 
series of magical or semi-magical effects produced by the  
potion. In addition, the title helps with one more effect/
power and the bottom line is a color description of the 
contents.

Drawing three cards together one could develop one or 
two effects (from the 9 choices), a container, a potion 
color, and a content description. Like all decks, they are 
double-sided with high/low descriptions on each side.

traps
Trap cards includes four key pieces of information, 
cut in half from the top-bottom of the card. The top 
half describes one trigger and one bypass for the trap, 
while the bottom half indicates one effect and one 
miscellaneous description that can be used for anything 
related to the trap.

For instance, this card indicates a grate cover a pit, 
which could be where the PC ends up when someone 
steps on a bronze plate and sends him to his fate. The 
clenching fist spell could also be at the pit bottom. When 
mixed with other trap cards, the effects are powerful.

The card title is for flavor, to encourage design and the 
bottom of the card is a delivery system for yet another 
trap. The cool just keeps coming.



cults
Cult cards are slightly different from other cards in the 
Toolcard series. While they have a variety of pieces of 
information, they take a little more work to compile into 
a complete picture.

Line 1 is a person’s name, often high-falutin’ to match 
the flavor of cultists. The second line is a title within 
the cult. The third line is a location for the cult to 
worship. Like other cards, mixing several together 
creates a myriad of options.

The second half of the card shows a method of ritual 
sacrifice followed by the “omenous prophecies” of the 
cult. In this case the Snake Goddess Returns, most likely 
to consume a follower that would dare offer her only 
burnt vegetation.

The title is flavor and the bottom of the card indicates 
the most important virtue that the cult extolls.

glory

all hail the great one

1 01

Leopold de Grace

Initiate of Prime

Temple of the Rat

Burnt Offerings

Snake Goddess Returns 
(in a shroud of smoke 
and venom)
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cultist
title
location

offering

calling



Character
Character cards are not people, but the things that make 
up a person; features, mannerisms, quirks, and the like. 
Character cards expand on the already flavorful names 
found on the main deck and explores NPCs in a more 
interesting light. Scars, missing fingers, nervous ticks, 
accents, hobbies, and numerous personality traits and 
behaviors make this deck invaluable.

cults
Cult cards are slightly different from other cards in the 
Toolcard series. While they have a variety of pieces of 
information, they take a little more work to compile into 
a complete picture.

dooms/Fates
Doom and Fate cards can be used for omens, special 
conditions of birth, prophecies, fortune telling, 
divination, and so on. The entries are vague when 
necessary and always mixable with the other Toolcards.

interrogations
Interrogation cards help create character backgrounds, 
but also give flavorful ways of phrasing questions that 
don’t sound like expository writing, but instead are 
organic parts of speech. How often do you hear someone 
actually say, “tell us everything you know.” More often, 
they guide and trick people into revealing their secrets. 
Interrogations are 30 double-sided cards asking “Who, 
What, Where, and Why” style questions that drive 
good game dialog.

potions
Potion cards are self-explanatory and best used when 
three or more are drawn and mixed. Line 1 describes the 
container, line 2 describes the contents, and line 3 is a 
series of magical or semi-magical effects produced by the  
potion. In addition, the title helps with one more effect/
power and the bottom line is a color description of the 
contents.

quests
Quest cards are exactly what they sound like… epic 
journeys to far off lands to return with impossible 
treasures. Most of the information required to make a 
good quest is already in the main deck, but this add-on 
provides specific quest-substance that is missing, like the 
manner in which the quest is intiated and obstacles that 
lie before the adventurers, not to mention rewards and 
riddles, the mainstays of any hero’s journey.

traps
Trap cards includes four key pieces of information, 
cut in half from the top-bottom of the card. The top 
half describes one trigger and one bypass for the trap, 
while the bottom half indicates one effect and one 
miscellaneous description that can be used for anything 
related to the trap.

Undead
The Undead share one thing in common… they all hate 
PCs. But vampires and mummies can’t be all the PCs 
encounter and certainly an undead beast was someone 
interesting in its former life. Right? The Undead deck 
gives detail to things that are typically game mechanics 
like energy drain and turn undead. This deck also allows 
you to create a unique undead create with just a few 
random bits of information.

Wards
Wards represent magic protections and effects, as well 
as strange runes and sigils. The deck contains 30 double-
sided cards with three catagories of information, plus 
a title, tone, and two sets of numbers (1–10 and 1–30). 
Mixing it with other decks can help generate interesting 
effects.

wilderness
Coming soon…

toolcards add-on decks


